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Leaders know wellbeing is a business-critical issue
"Absence due to mental health poses a significant business continuity risk. It can have a damaging effect
on the service to your customers and a negative impact on your reputation and profitability."
This isn't surprising given the ever-increasing pace of the world we live in, our oversaturation with choices
and stimuli, or the constantly growing sense of competition and scarcity that sometimes forces people into
compromises they aren't happy with.
Leaders are striving for ways to help motivate and guide their teams to success while creating a genuine
feeling of accomplishment for the work they do.

What we can achieve together
"The impact a coach can have within an organisation
can mean the difference between someone just showing
up for work and working with a purpose."
Avoid conflict of interest by working with an extern who
rather than someone in-house.
Make Wellbeing a priority across the business by
supporting all personnel with Mental Health, Growth and
individual Productivity.
Retain valuable people who might otherwise leave,
reducing the need for additional recruitment Budget, Time
and Resources, minimising the impact and the cost to the
business.
Keep clients and peers happy, so service levels aren't
affected by stressed employees and out of character
behaviour.
Increases morale in the team by cultivating a positive,
inclusive and supportive culture, ensuring ratings are even
higher in online reviews such as Glassdoor & LinkedIn.
Demonstrate and promote the organisation as the great
company that it is, attracting top talent and enhancing
the brand.

How we would do this
Complete a powerful assessment
in a judgement-free space where
coachees can rank their level of
satisfaction in each aspect of life.
Explore Who they are and What
meaningful impact they want to
create in the world by defining the
core values and qualities that
represent them.
Create a roadmap that can get
them to where they want to be.
Build authentic relationships so
personnel can support and trust
each other embracing the
organisation's Mission & Values.
Create a compelling Vision that
leaves them feeling excited about
the Direction they are taking.
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SUCCESS STORIES

I now feel more confident and in control, and thanks
to Seb I now have a set of tools to help me stay
grounded and focused on my goals and work on
further improving myself.
I didn't know what to expect from the sessions, in
fact I didn't even fully understand what the issue
was that I was seeking help for.

The session was infinitely more than I could have
hoped for.
I gained more clarity and have since made
positive steps to move forward.
I have experienced a real shift and love the new
confident person I have become.

But Seb was there to listen and guide me, making
me slow down, take a breath, and reflect.

She was residing in me all along.

EXECUTIVE COACHING PROPOSAL
The typical duration of my coaching engagements with corporate clients is 3 months, as this brings the
strongest results. However, we are flexible to redesign this duration as desired.
THE 3-MONTH PROGRAM INCLUDES
A Chemistry Call to
Set the right expectations commitments and understand the intended outcomes and desires.
Experience a rapport and connection and ideally have people say, "I want more of these conversations".
SIX BI-WEEKLY SESSIONS
45-minute groundbreaking virtual sessions to support transformation.
A coaching journal that serves as a baseline for success and gives the opportunity to acknowledge goals.
Support over WhatsApp or Email in between sessions, throughout the process.
FEES
The price is CHF 1997.- per employee, to be paid in advance of the coaching period.

Take care of your employees and they'll take care of your business.
It's as simple as that.
Healthy, Engaged Employees are your top competitive advantage.
- Richard Branson

